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  What is White Tantric Yoga (WTY)?
Our minds release 1000 thoughts per wink of an eye. Some of these thoughts get lost in the unconscious, and some get stuck in the subconscious and affect the conscious mind. These thoughts become feelings, emotions, desires, multi-realities or fantasies. Instead of mastering our mind, often our mind and thoughts direct us, which can cause impulsive decisions, poor communication and self-imposed stress.
White Tantric Yoga® enables you to break through these subconscious blocks, so you can have a more enjoyable life. In the shortest time, you can experience release from a lot of the burden you carry in your mind.
When you see and act on each moment with clarity, you can gain a deeper understanding of yourself and your life can change. Your mind, body, and soul can act together as one. This is the path to personal freedom and awareness, and will bring more success to every area of your life.
What to Expect 
White Tantric Yoga® is done in pairs as a group meditation. You sit facing a partner and follow instructions for meditation given on video by the Mahan Tantric, Yogi Bhajan.
A representative of the Mahan Tantric will be present to facilitate White Tantric Yoga®. The original facilitators were chosen personally by Yogi Bhajan from members of his staff. Since his passing the Board Members of Humanology and Health Science, which manages White Tantric Yoga, have used the profile he created for choosing new facilitators. Currently all White Tantric Yoga facilitators have studied personally with Yogi Bhajan. The facilitator's role is one of ensuring the methodology given by Yogi Bhajan is carried out, and helping participants maximize their experience.
Each workshop consists of between six and eight kriyas. A kriya is a meditation incorporating:
	a yoga posture (asana)

	a hand position (mudra)

	a breathing technique (pranayama)

	a mental focus

	and/or a mantra


Sometimes the kriyas are accompanied by music. These kriyas vary in length, for 11 minutes up to sixty-two minutes. There are breaks between each kriya. The environment is peaceful, and the atmosphere is friendly, supportive, and up-lifting. A vegetarian lunch is provided along with fruit snacks.
Who Can Participate
 There are no prerequisites for participating in White Tantric Yoga®. Beginners will tune into their internal energies and enjoy a deep and sometimes challenging meditative experience. More advanced meditation practitioners will deepen their experience and make new inroads to their spiritual awareness.
How To Prepare
 It is recommended to come to the course ready to meditate.  'Warm-ups' begin at 8:30 AM.
What To Bring 
	Wear loose, comfortable, white clothing. White combines all the colors and enhances your magnetic field and auric strength. 

	Wear a white cotton head covering which completely covers the head and will stay on securely during exercises with movement. 

	Bring a deep, very firm cushion to sit on (such as a 'zafu' cushion).  Or bring a firm pillow to fold in half to make a deep cushion.

	Please bring a blanket or sheepskin to sit on and a light blanket or shawl to cover yourself with during relaxation periods. 

	Because this is a cleansing process you will want to drink water. Water will be provided during the day or you may bring your own. 

	Fruit snacks will be provided, or bring your own.


You can read more about WTY on the WTY Website.
WTY Testimonials
Read how WTY affected past students - 
Sat Nam, Tantric was a good experience for me. I put it off so long because it seemed like such a challenging thing to do with so many other types of challenges in my life. Physically I found it difficult to hold the postures for 62 minutes, but mentally I felt very solid. It was helpful to have a serious and strong partner like Julianne. I would like to do it again and am hoping to swing at least a few days in New Mexico for Solstice. Tantric is like climbing a mountain in the mind, it is at times challenging, but the reward is the lingering feeling of strength, personal power, and sweet triumph. Thank you.
 S.C. Chicago, IL 
I have been in search of a deeper meditation practice. A day of White Tantric Yoga, with the collective energy of the group gathered, provided a powerful environment wherein it was easy for me to allow my soul to be the leader of my mind and body. I went through a wonderful experience of clearly seeing and releasing untruths that I have been carrying since childhood. The mantras and partners were especially powerful tools in enabling this release. It was a day filled with joy and freedom. The continuing of the meditation daily for 40 days, so far, has been beneficial as it continues to bring me deeper in this experience. I look very forward to going there every night. I can't wait for another day of White Tantric Yoga -it was a gift! 
J.P. -Chicago, IL
Sat Nam, It has only been a few days after the White Tantric yoga. Everything about my life seems clearer. The kundalini energy is at a all time high when I do my sadhana. I can feel the potential of my existence. Everyone should experience this opportunity. God Bless,
 M.S.-Wisconsin 
It was such a beautiful experience -visually and internally as well. At the end, the facilitator urged us to let go of things during the last meditation -to take advantage of this final opportunity to let it go. I don't have any memory of what I let go of -the release must have been complete -and this week I feel very unburdened. I am hoping that this lasts and that these obstructions are truly gone...sadhana will help, I'm sure. Sat Nam - 
P. S. -Chicago, IL 
OK. Here goes. Ahem. The Chicago White Tantric was my seventeenth day of White Tantric in about a year and a half and my first time monitoring. Being on the edge of the energy was interesting---not really in it, but not outside it either (the energy field actually extends six miles----where would that go to?---the lake, someplace in Evanston, Lakeview? Western Ave.?) I could see how people paired off. Since I knew a lot of the attendees, I could see in faces and bodies and temperaments how pairs belonged together. I wouldn't have noticed it otherwise, but it was like a turn of the cylinder in a kaleidoscope---aha, there's the pattern. The movement of energy around and among the participants was like that, too---the connections among the ones laughing and among the ones crying. I only had to sit in once, and I was amazed at how deeply I was taken quickly. And doing the last 31-minute meditation with one of the other monitors was total bliss. We feel deeply into each other's eyes and held ! each other there with love, praying for ourselves and each other, for everyone there, holding each other up, connecting being to being and heart to heart, mirroring each other, a microcosm of humanity. That meditation stands out as one of the most profound I've experienced. 
N.S.K -Chicago, IL 
My tantric experience: I have been struggling with a lot of pain and physical congestion from my fibromyalgia which has been disabling now for about 2 months (difficult walking and turning my head, also sleeping problems). During the tantric, which was not my first experience, I had a great sense of victory in being able to hold the postures and maintain a steady energy in spite of the pain. It was truly a case of mind and spirit over matter. After tantric, I had and still am experiencing a feeling of clarity and fluidity in my tissues and joints. Normally, they feel encased in concrete. I have not had to wear my leg splints at night and have been able to walk without pain. Blessings 
T.M.K. -Michigan 
Sat Nam ! I feel such a beautiful reconnection to to who I truly am, the white tantric work is angelic. thank you for leading me back to the garden. 
V.W. 
Well beyond words...infinite is my thanks for organizing the white tantric event. It was my first experience and of course arrived just at the moment I was ready for a dimensional shift! I am blissfully happy, the sweet, all loving power of unconditional love truly does move mountains! The combination of overflowing love from Yogi Bhajan, the legions of angels and earth angels so gracefully draped in flowing white had me truly in another realm... I still am not sure whether my feet are touching the ground! I live in the suburbs but would most definitely love to attend any other day long workshops that spirit rising will offer in the future... if I'm lucky I'll make it to New Mexico soon! In light and love. 
J.C. 
It was a remarkable experience. I actually experienced a beautiful trance like state that was so comforting. My wife and I also experienced a wonderful connection to each other. Thank You. 
T.I.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  © The Teachings of Yogi Bhajan - All Rights Reserved. All teachings, yoga sets, techniques, kriyas and meditations courtesy of The Teachings of Yogi Bhajan. Reprinted with permission. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of these Teachings may be reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, except as may be expressly permitted in writing by The Teachings of Yogi Bhajan. To request permission, please write to KRI at PO Box 1819, Santa Cruz, NM 87567 or see https://kundaliniresearchinstitute.org/.
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  Kundalini Yoga in the Loop

410 South Michigan Ave
Suite 514
Chicago, IL 60605
312-922-4699
info@shaktakaur.com
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